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Our last blog post gave an overview of the discussions we had during our 7th Practice Leadership Summit 
(PLS). Every eight months we get together to highlight the amazing work of our radiologists and support 
staff, and to have difficult conversations around how we can advance the field of radiology and our 
practice. We pride ourselves in making this weekend about learning without forgetting to make time to 
have some fun. As we overheard at the event, “PLS is like a big family get-together, except we all like 
each other!” It’s also one of the ways we stay true to who we are as a practice and what we are trying to 
do – transform radiology. 
 
As always, we had some lighthearted fun with a teambuilding activity – this year at Topgolf. Special nods 
need to be given to those who dressed the part – the movies Happy Gilmore and Caddyshack were 
especially well represented.  
 
We also took time to honor RP’s newly elevated partners and celebrate those who are exemplars of our 
culture. Elevating partners is one of the most important things we do. Physician ownership is part of 
who we are and what makes our practice unique. It is also one of the ideals that will help us retain our 
“Practice not a Company” principle as we continue growing. As newly elevated partner Dr. Ken Pierce 
from the Indiana practice stated, “One of the reasons I was attracted to Radiology Partners was its 
partnership-track, allowing me the opportunity to become a partner, and share in ownership and 
decision-making.” 
 
As always, the final morning began with the business development team skit. This year it was a take-off 
on Family Feud (“Rad Feud”) that was, shall we say, “interesting.”  Dr. Nina Kottler, VP of Clinical 
Operations, then spoke about scaling the RP culture, taking personal responsibility and physician 
engagement. She shared a powerful and cautionary tale, recounting her experience with a company 
growing without a focus on culture. In keeping with tradition, the meeting concluded with Chief 
Operating Officer Dr. Anthony Gabriel, Chief Medical Officer Dr. Jay Bronner, and I leading an open-
forum, ask-anything town hall session. 
 
Radiologist after radiologist mentioned how motivating and powerful the meeting was. We are already 
planning and looking forward to our next PLS in September 2018. Finally, keep an eye out for upcoming 
details on our newly elevated partners and those extraordinary individuals who were recognized in front 
of their peers as Values Award recipients. 
 
Rich Whitney is Chairman and CEO of Radiology Partners. He has spent virtually his entire career in 
healthcare services, where he has a long track record of leading, founding and/or investing in healthcare 
organizations that have led meaningful change in their segments. 

http://www.radpartners.com/events/jd0jb61022/RP-Practice-Leadership-Summit-Engagement

